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Abstract

Phase envelope

Based upon the conceptual design reports for the FCC cryogenic
system, the need for more accurate thermodynamic property models of
mixtures was identified. Both academic institutes and world-wide
industries have identified the lack of reliable equation of state for
mixtures used at very low temperatures. Detailed cryogenic architecture
modeling and design cannot be assessed without valid fluid properties.
Therefore, the latter is the focus of this work. Initially driven by the FCC
study, the modeling was extended to other fluids beneficial for scientific
and industrial application beyond the FCC needs. The properties are
modeled for the mixtures of some noble gases with the use of multi-fluid
Helmholtz-energy-explicit models: helium-neon, neon-argon, and
helium-argon. The on-going studies are performed at CEA-Grenoble,
France and at the National Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S.

With the available data points, a shape of the vapor-liquid equilibrium
and the occurrence of liquid-liquid equilibrium can be defined (most
probably no LLE for helium-neon).

Helmholtz energy equation of state
The Helmholtz free energy 𝛼(𝛿, 𝜏) is a thermodynamic potential, which
measures useful work obtainable from a closed system. Defining the
equation of state (EoS) as a Helmholtz energy-explicit function can be
particularly advantageous.
• it is continuous over the phase boundary;
• it is a function of measurable properties;
• it has purely analytical derivatives.
EoS is formulated as a sum of the ideal Helmholtz energy 𝛼 𝑜 and the
residual Helmholtz energy 𝛼 𝑟 , being a function of the reduced density
and reduced temperature
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Fig. 2. Helium-neon phase envelope (red lines – isobars, black lines – isotherms)

Uncertainty
Model accuracy can be evaluated with respect to the experimental data.
It is important to notice that there is no vapor density above 42 K and
below 230 K for helium-neon mixture, additionally low temperature
measurements are characterized by high uncertainty, therefore were not
fitted with high weights.
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Thanks to the Helmholtz energy definition, the properties themselves
can be easily calculated, for example
𝜕𝛼 𝑟
𝑍 𝛿, 𝜏, 𝑥 = 1 + 𝛿
.
𝜕𝛿 𝜏
Fig. 3. Error in density for developed helium-neon model

Fitting process
The equation is being fitted to data with a simple but very successful
algorithm, constantly developed and improved at NIST.
Multiple weighted data points are used to model the behavior of the
thermodynamic properties and minimize the sum of squares. The model
accuracy depends on the availability and the quality of data.

Second property, used for this model development is speed of sound in
liquid. Here the error is slightly higher than for density.

For the considered mixtures of noble gases the available data is usually
limited. For helium and neon, data is limited both in pressure and
temperature. However, more data is available for some other cryogenic
mixtures of noble gasses.

Fig. 4. Error of speed of sound in liquid fitting

Conclusions
The helium-neon model is successfully developed with a reasonable
uncertainty (accordingly to the available data). The possibility of
performing additional measurements is investigated. Together with this
mixture, Helmholtz EoS are developed for another cryogenic mixtures.
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